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PROS

Excellent deck
stowage
Innovative deck
walkway

-

Large berth sizes
on board

work, but little thought was given to the inside of it, in
particular the hinges. It could have been a good chart table,
were it not ruined by the large European hinges that have
reduced the usable volume.
There are lots of handy spaces outboard for the paraphernalia
found around a seasoned navigator. The switch panel is labelled
with images, as is the wiring behind it. It was nice to see circuit
breakers replacing fuses at the rear of the switch panel. I wasn't
sure about the positioning of the midships cleat, bolted through
the hull deck joint with circuits directly beneath it- any leaks in
the future could have interesting consequences.

GALLEY

The G-shaped galley is outboard from the keel to reduce
the motion for those cooking. Forward are the twin brushed
stainless-steel sinks set into the Corian worktop. Outboard
of the sink are two good hinged top-opening pantry lockers.
A chainplate tie runs down through the work surface and
gives a great handhold but there are no others, except for the
deep fiddles outboard and the stout crash bar around the twin
burner cooker- the forward end has a sharp corner. The return
of the G provides good bracing when cooking at sea.
Like most of the cupboards on board, the doors are secured
with push-down latches which work well. In the galley, however,
there is less finger room to use these latches.
There are two cabinet lockers, either side of the walkthrough
to the saloon and the leather-topped locker to starboard is wide
enough for plates while the other has pull-out two-level drawers
in a central unit with a third separate drawer suitable for cutlery.
Inboard of this unit is a large 133-litre aft-opening fridge.
Further outboard, what looks like the lid for a top-opening
fridge is an optional pop-up microwave.
Lighting over the sink is good and the rest of the galley
lighting is provided by strip lighting. I would have liked the
galley lighting to be separate from the LED strip lights behind
the saloon seating. This would allow the owner to choose
whether they want to light the saloon, the galley or both.

MAINTENANCE

Access to the engine is good, and it was refreshing to see
a remote fuel filter and lift pump situated well forward in
the engine compartment for easy access. There are also side
access panels but they don't have stops on the bottom to
prevent them sliding through the gap when refitting them.
The sea cock for the seawater inlet was also at the front
and easily accessed by opening the companionway stepsthey only lift to horizontal, but the hinges are high and it's
supported by gas struts. Access to the UHMWPE lines for
the steering, which are spliced on to the chain for the wheel
gear, is via removable panels in the aft cabins.
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Lack of handholds
below
Not neatly finished
in places
Reduced chart
table space

JEANNEAU 440

FACTS AND
FIGURES

THE TEST VERDICT

Price as tested

With this boat, Jeanneau has introduced a new style and
new features that may have redefined what we'll expect

£301,856

from cruIsIng yachts in years to come. Why should we leap

Hull length

LOA 13.39m (43ft 11in)
12.64m (41ft Sin)

over coamings, wedge ourselves into odd-shaped berths
or scale the mast to reach the head of the stack pack? We
don't. Jeanneau aimed to make sailing more pleasant. and
It has succeeded. She's comfortable and easy to sail - in
fact, she sails well. My three main criticisms are the chart

LWL 12 00m (39ft 4in)
Beam 4.29m (14ft)
Draught1.6m

(5ft 21n)
(Shoal version)

table hinges which are so wrong, but could be replaced

Displacement

with a piano hinge; the lack of handholds on top of the
coachroof by the companionway, heads and around the
chart table - these could be added by an owner: and

8,561kg (18,874Ib)

Ballast 2,670kg
(5,886 lb)

finally the location of the primary winches - opting for
electric primary winches would solve this and make
sailing her less of a backache.
She has three layouts available and only one has

Displacement/ length

reduced berth shapes and sizes to those normally found

90.30m2 (972' ft)

Ballast ratio 31.2%
1378

on yachts - the two double forward-cabin layout. The
other layouts have large rectangular berths, giving the 440
a feeling of space not normally found on yachts this size.
On deck, she's got plenty of storage for sails and cruising
clobber and moving around deck is a doddle. She could
be easily handled by a couple, or with family and friends.
Down below, she's light, spacious and well laid out.
Who could want more from this style of boat?

Sailatea

SA/Dlsp ratio 22
Diesel

200 litres (44 gal)

Water

330 litres (73 gal)

Engine57hp
Transmission Shaft
RCD category A
Designer Philippe

WOULD SHE SUIT YOU AND YOUR CREW?

If you enJoy coastal cruising and a few longer passages
thrown m, there are many features on the 440 that you
won't find on other yachts in her class the full-length
volume-giving chine, fold-down coammgs, central galley.

the rectangular berths and the walkway from the helm to
the deck. Even without these, the 440 still has a lot to offer.
It's a nice feeling to be able to walk up the deck when
you need to go forward. It also feels surprisingly natural

Briand/Piaton
Bonet Yacht design

Builder

Jeanneau Yachts
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and comfortable to be outboard, face forward and helm
while looking where you're going
It's not until one tries something different that It reminds
us of the compromises we all make when going sailing.
Should we have to make them? Jeanneau thinks not
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